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 Discuss the overall view of the process
 Consider your goals for writing a book
 Review the process of getting started
 Consider a few tips for managing your project to completion
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Reflect on Your Reasons for Writing the Book 
 Define your purpose
 Why do you want to write the book?
 What is your target audience?





 Consider the Expected Outcomes
 When it will be published
 Where it adds the most value
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Propose
 Propose the book
 Outline & topics covered
 Market Analysis
 How your proposed book compares to the market
 Three – Five Comparative Pieces
 Costs/Pricing/Edition/Page 
Count/Publisher/Teaching Materials
 Unique Selling Points/Book’s Advantage
 Adheres to professional standards (new)
 Provides application/case scenarios/film clips




Establish templates (how you want the 
chapters/sections to be formatted) / create a template to 
receive reviews
Establish target dates for consistent check-ins and 
drafts to be completed
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 Determine who you will work with and why / how 
they complement what you do (unless working 
alone)






Create chapter template 
Divide chapters
Schedule protected time for 
writing 
 Paying yourself first (morning person)
 Get the support you need 




Submit & Know that it is an Iterative Process
 Publisher will give you a date for submission for the book  




 We agreed to submit the ancillary materials once we 
finished the book 
 Iterative process (copy editing, revisions, proofing, etc.) 
Publisher was pleased with our formatting, how we honored 
our deadlines, and the ease at which they are able to work 
with us. 






















POWER POINTS FOR EACH 
CHAPTER
Chapter 
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Sample Syllabus
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SAMPLE 
TEST 
BANK
QUESTIONS - DISCUSSION
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